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Ø7.5"

9.3"

Brass wickholder unscrews
to refill and to advance or
replace the wick.

1" dia. cotton wick, 12" long

Cap stores on threaded
boss while torch is in use

Pole threads into 1" NPT
fitting on base

1" Copper Pipe with 1" male
NPT adapter (by others)Min. 5 ft above grade

The torch body holds approximately 45 oz of fuel.  Burn 
time averages between 10 and 14 hours.
Torch is filled from the top by unscrewing the wickholder & 
wick from the copper cone.

‘Tiki torch’ fuel, kerosene, or lemon-scented Citronella Out-
door Lamp Oil (available at most hardware stores)

Solid brass fittings.  Cone and Base are 18-gauge (0.043” 
thick) seamless spun copper.

Construction

Fuel

Fuel Usage

Braided cotton torch wick, 1” diameter x 12” long.  
Replacement wicks are available from Beachside Lighting 
and at some hardware stores.

Wick

Brass fitting at torch base threads onto 1-inch NPT male 
pipe threads.  1” Type K or L copper tubing with a 1” 
male NPT adapter soldered to one end is recommended.  
It is not necessary for the copper pole to be installed in 
concrete, but it is recommended if the torch is intended 
to be a permanent fixture in the landscape.  Beachside 
manufactures and sells the torch head only.

Installation

10-year fixture warranty

Beachside Lighting’s model TK-1-K liquid-fueled tiki torch head is a 
high-quality, copper and brass, self-contained fixture that burns citronella 
or kerosene. It is ideal for locations that cannot be accessed by natural 
or propane gas lines. The torch head features a removable brass wick-
holder to allow filling of the unit. The brass cap threads on over the wick, 
ensuring an untainted fuel supply even after heavy rains.

Manual ignition with extended lighter (by others).  Wick 
should be no more than 1-1/2” above wick holder.

Ignition

3.3 lbs / 1.5 kg
Weight:


